
 

 

SQUID FISHING BASICS SEATTLE AREA by Roger Urbaniak 

 

October through January is prime squid fishing time in the Greater Seattle Area.  Although squid are in 
local waters all year, winter is when most become aggressive and have a spawning urge that attracts 
them to fluorescent jigging lures that local fishermen use to attract them.  Fishing techniques vary 
during daylight hours and night time fishing.  Fishing can be slow for an hour or so, and then a large 
school will keep everyone busy for 15 minutes or so.  You will really enjoy when this happens. 

EQUIPMENT: Spinning rod, 10 to 20-pound test line, shellfish license, discover pass at some locations. 
For nighttime fishing, having your own strong light to shine into the water will help to attract squid close 
to the dock.  Failing to have your own, try to get to the dock early and fish near someone that has a 
strong light.  Having a small LED flashlight to periodically illuminate your lure helps. You will want a 
bucket-washable one gallon sufficient to accommodate 10 pounds of squid. Dress warm and dry with 
clothing that you may need to wash squid ink off of. Many regulars will tie 2-3 squid jigs in tandem 
roughly 10” apart.  You should have a variety of jig colors with red, green, and orange being popular. 
Wearing a mask is a good idea as the dock gets crowded during a good run of squid.  

DAYTIME FISHING: Spinning rod and reel and usually just a single squid jig that can be cast from the 
dock.  Allow the jig to settle to the bottom-5 seconds, lift your rod and then reel in slack line 3-4 cranks 
of the reel should do it.  Count to seven as lure drops to bottom and lift again.  If you feel extra weight 
reel without stopping until squid comes over the rail as lures do not have barbs to hold squid on. When 
over rail. Just shake off squid into your pail and cast again.  Note certain areas that you cast to that 
produce more squid per cast and concentrate there. Watch for line twitching as lure sinks and lift again. 
Fishing just before and during high tide often has better results.  Just keep casting and bouncing lure.  

NIGHTTIME SQUID FISHING: Your same spinning rod will work although owning a longer rod helps. You 
will likely wish to tie 2-jigs in tandem 10 to 12” apart and have a floating corky on your line to be able to 
see your line at night. Most of your fishing will be only a few feet from the dock with short casts, straight 
out from you only needed as you don’t want to tangle others.  Preferably you have your own bright 
light, if so, fish where it is brightest.  If you don’t have your won, try to squeeze in next to someone that 
does.   Drop lure to bottom and periodically lift pole to give it some action.  Reel immediately when you 
feel weight until squid comes over the rail. Watch those around you for jig colors, rod motion, dock 
location, etc.  

FISHING PIERS: There are over a dozen public saltwater piers from the ferry docks in Mukilteo to Les 
Davis Pier in Tacoma.  A visit to the internet will identify many of them and once you begin to squid, ask 
others on the dock where else they fish.  Some areas are more productive than others at times of year. 
Dock fishing allows you an extremely inexpensive sport with lots of good eating in your future.  

PREPARING SQUID: Visit U-tube for best results of cleaning, and preparing squid and pick your favorite 
recipe from those shown.  Squid take flavoring easily, so many recipes work and give you variety. 

 


